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Abstract—GitHub, a popular social-software-development platform, has fostered a variety of software ecosystems where projects depend on one another and practitioners interact with each other. Projects within an ecosystem often have complex inter-dependencies that impose new challenges in bug reporting and fixing. In this paper, we conduct an empirical study on cross-project correlated bugs, i.e., causally related bugs reported to different projects, focusing on two aspects: 1) how developers track the root causes across projects; and 2) how the downstream developers coordinate to deal with upstream bugs. Through manual inspection of bug reports collected from the scientific Python ecosystem and an online survey with developers, this study reveals the common practices of developers and the various factors in fixing cross-project bugs. These findings provide implications for future software bug analysis in the scope of ecosystem, as well as shed light on the requirements of issue trackers for such bugs.
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I. INTRODUCTION

GitHub, currently the largest code repository in the open source world, provides a convenient way for software practitioners to collaborate and share code with one another [1]. Benefiting from its “social coding” capabilities, software development on GitHub has evolved from a single project to socio-technical ecosystems within which complementary applications and services are co-developed. They also co-evolve through the dependencies between projects and the interactions between practitioners. Since GitHub provides an issue tracking system for repositories to report and discuss bugs and other issues, the relations within a GitHub ecosystem are very likely to be reflected in the issues reported to various projects located in the ecosystem.

Consider the following example. A performance issue (with id #4259) was reported to Astropy. After inspecting this issue, an Astropy developer found that the cause of the bug might root in its upstream project NumPy. Then another developer who had contributed to both NumPy and Astropy pointed out that a NumPy issue (with id #6467) might be related. The two developers then took part in the discussion of the NumPy issue and sent a test case to NumPy. With the help of Astropy developers, the NumPy bug was fixed and finally closed after confirming that the test passed and the Astropy issue was resolved. Fig. 1 shows the fixing process of this pair of bugs. We call the two causally related issues reported to different projects cross-project correlated bugs.

The above example is not uncommonly seen in practice. With the popularity of GitHub and the development of GitHub ecosystems, cross-project correlated bugs are increasingly important. New projects and practitioners joining GitHub often bring in new interactions within ecosystems, which may cause the ramifications of a bug to include more other projects, resulting in more cross-project correlated bugs. This phenomenon is confirmed by the responses of an online survey which we have conducted to investigate how developers view and deal with cross-project bugs (described in Section III.C). The results show that an average of 17.28% of the bugs that the respondents have encountered are cross-project ones. Compared with traditional (i.e., within-project and isolated) bugs, over half of the participants believe that cross-project bugs attract more concerns and cost more effort to deal with. In addition, though half of the respondents suggest that the severity of bug impact depends on multiple factors, 40.74% of the respondents still consider cross-project bugs generally more severe than within-project ones.

TABLE I. STATISTICAL COMPARISON BETWEEN CROSS-PROJECT BUGS AND WITHIN-PROJECT BUGS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>SL</th>
<th>S</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fixing</td>
<td>CB</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>15.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
time  | WB  | 3.9  | 11.5 | 16.5 | 6.3  | 3.6  | 7.9  | 5.1  |
|hCom | CB  | 10.4 | 8.4  | 11.8 | 11.3 | 9.4  | 14.6 | 8.3  |
|ments| WB  | 7.0  | 4.8  | 5.3  | 4.9  | 4.4  | 8.6  | 4.8  |
hPart | CB  | 3.3  | 4.3  | 4.1  | 3.8  | 2.9  | 4.3  | 4.2  |
|participants | WB  | 3.2  | 3.0  | 3.6  | 3.0  | 2.3  | 3.6  | 3.1  |

* Corresponding authors

A, Astropy; I, Ipython; M, Matplotlib; N, NumPy; SL, SciKit-learn; S, Scipy; CB, cross-project bugs.

WB, within-project bugs; Fixing time, the duration between the reported time to the closed time of a bug (measured in 10^6 seconds); Coments: the total number of comments in a bug report; Participants: the total number of developers participating the discussion of a bug.

This table shows the mean value of each indicator. The numbers marked in grey indicate that the p value obtained from Wilcoxon rank-sum test is larger than 0.05, which means there is not a significant difference between cross-project and within-project bugs.
Apart from the survey results, we also used the Wilcoxon rank-sum test to statistically compare the fixing time, number of comments, and number of participants between cross-project and within-project bugs in seven Python projects. The results listed in Table I show that the three values of cross-project bugs are significantly higher in most cases, implying that fixing cross-project bugs requires more effort. The survey responses and the statistical comparisons indicate that this emerging type of bug deserves more attention and investigation due to its significant quantity, severe impact, and difficulty in fixing.

The practices for repairing bugs have been studied for years. Aranda and Venolia identified the common bug fixing coordination patterns [2]; Guo et al. investigated factors that affected which bug could be fix [3] and characterized the bug reassignment process [4]; Breu et al. highlighted the importance of effectively and efficiently engaging user community in bug fixing activities [5]. These researches focused on the fixing process of within-project bugs. However, little work has investigated how developers fix cross-project bugs, especially what they do to deal with the following two challenges: 1) cross-project root cause tracking: as the bug carries over from one project to another, it becomes harder to trace the bug back to its root; and 2) fixing coordination: while waiting for an upstream fix, the downstream developers need to coordinate their project with the upstream one in order to minimize any undesirable impact of the upstream bug on their project.

The two challenges, which are not encountered in fixing within-project bugs, lead to high complexity in cross-project bug tracking and repair. Since there is a lack of empirical evidence in these aspects, this study aims to investigate how developers deal with cross-project correlated bugs, especially when facing the two challenges. We base our study on the scientific Python ecosystem, one of the most prominent ecosystems on GitHub [6]. Combining the manual inspection of 271 pairs of bugs and an online survey, we have two main findings. First, stack traces, communication with upstream developers, and familiarity with the involving projects are three main factors helpful for cross-project root cause tracking. Second, in spite of the extra maintenance burden, proposing a version-dependent workaround, i.e., a temporary and local solution is the most common practice of the downstream developers while waiting for an upstream fix.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes related work. Section III presents our research methodology, and Section IV shows our empirical results. We present further discussion on our findings in Section V, and examine threats to validity in Section VI. Finally, Section VII concludes this paper.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Practices for Fixing Bugs

A number of literatures have investigated the developers’ practices for fixing bugs by analyzing bug reports. Aranda and Venolia [2] used a combination of case studies and a survey of software professionals to investigate coordination activities during bug fixing. Guo et al. [3] described how the chances of fixing a bug was influenced by people’s reputations, bug report edit activities, and geographical and organizational relationships. Later, Guo et al. [4] continued to analyze the bug reassignment process in Windows Vista and classified five primary reasons for reassignment. Breu et al. [5] found that active and ongoing participation of reporters was beneficial for a quick bug fix. Zimmermann et al. [7] characterized the bug reopen process using a mixed-method approach and quantitatively assessed the impact of various factors. These researches investigated how people communicated and coordinated to fix within-project bugs. Our study is different from them since we focus on the fixing process of cross-project bugs, which is significantly different from repairing within-project ones.

As for cross-project bugs, Canfora et al. [8] investigated Cross-System-Bug-Fixings (CSBFs) in FreeBSD and OpenBSD kernels and associated their occurrences to social characteristics of contributors using social network analysis. Their study paid attention to the identification of CSBFs from commits and the comparison of the roles of contributors involved and not-involved in CSBFs. However, our work aims at the developers’ common practices of fixing cross-project bugs in GitHub ecosystems, which have not been analyzed in previous work.

B. Evolution of Software Ecosystems

Software ecosystems are a new and rapidly evolving phenomenon in the field of software engineering. Early analysis on software ecosystems mainly focus on defining the field and its limits [9–11]. In this study, we consider a software ecosystem as “a collection of software projects which are developed and evolve together in the same environment” [12].

Recently, a number of researchers have turned their eyes to the evolution of software ecosystems. Hora et al. [13] observed API evolution and its impact on Pharo ecosystem, as well as analyzed how developers reacted to API changes. Robbes et al. [14] investigated the ripple effects of API deprecations across a Smalltalk ecosystem. Bavota et al. [15] analyzed the evolution of project inter-dependencies in the Java subset of the Apache ecosystem. Decan et al. [16] studied the development of the R ecosystem on four repositories. They then further concentrated on inter-repository package dependency problems, discussing how GitHub influenced the R ecosystem [17].

Though these studies help researchers and software practitioners to gain a deep understanding of software ecosystems, few existing literatures have investigated the relationship between bugs in different projects, which also reflects the evolution of a software ecosystem. Our study makes a step towards this topic.

C. Collaboration in GitHub

GitHub, as the most popular web-based software repository, has attracted increasing attention from researchers during the last three years. Due to its prominent feature of social coding and pull-based model, a large number of research works on GitHub emphasize its social media [18, 19] and the collaboration between developers.
[20–26], Dabbish et al. [20] examined the collaborative utility of activity transparency based on a series of in-depth interviews with central and peripheral GitHub users. Tsay et al. [23] quantitatively analyzed how various technical and social measures were used to evaluate contributions in open source projects. Gousios et al. studied the practices and challenges in pull-based development from the perspectives of the integrators [25] and the contributors [26].

Our study also pays attention to the collaboration between GitHub developers. However, we concentrate on a specific aspect: cross-project bug fixing, which inherently involves the coordination between projects.

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

In this section, we first describe the identification of cross-project correlated bugs in GitHub ecosystems. Then, we introduce the ecosystem and main projects under investigation. Finally, we present the research questions of our study and the corresponding research methods.

A. Identification of Cross-project Correlated Bugs

GitHub provides an issue tracking system for projects to record and follow the progress of any problem that their developers and users encounter during development, maintenance, or use [1]. An issue could be a bug, a requested feature, a task, a missing documentation, or even a question. In this study, we only focus on bugs that are faults in computer programs or systems causing the programs/systems to produce an incorrect or unexpected result, or to behave in unintended ways. Most GitHub projects use “labels” attached to an issue report to mark the different types of issues, such as “defect”, “Documentation”, and “enhancement” in SciPy. Thus, bugs in this paper only refer to the issues labeled with “bug” and its synonyms.

In this study, we define cross-project correlated bugs in GitHub ecosystems as follows: 1) they are a pair of issues reported to two inter-dependent projects located within the same ecosystem; 2) at least one of them is a bug; 3) an issue report refers to another report; and 4) one of the issues is the root cause of the other one.

In a GitHub issue report, there are two kinds of references between issues. First, if a participant mentioned another issue when commenting, he was very likely to leave an explicit link to it. For example, in astropy/astropy#4259, mvkh said “I'd guess this slowdown is related to the recarray performance issues in numpy 1.10, i.e., numpy/numpy#6467”. Second, if an issue was mentioned in another issue’s comment, a hint would show up automatically in this issue’s page. Fig. 2 is a segment of numpy/numpy#6467’s issue report page. This message indicates that esheldon/fitsio#58 referred to it. We parsed the issue report pages to identify the two kinds of references.

Specifically, we took the following four steps to identify cross-project correlated bugs. First, for any of the studied projects, we collected all its closed bugs. Then, for every bug B, we identified its related issues through both kinds of references to achieve a good coverage. Next, for B’s every related issue R, if it belonged to another project, B and R were regarded as a pair of candidate correlated bugs. Finally, we manually examined the issue reports of B and R. If B was caused by R or vice versa, they were considered as cross-project correlated bugs. For the simplicity of presentation, if R is the root-cause of B, then R is called the upstream bug and B is called the downstream bug, and vice versa.

B. Studied Ecosystem and Projects

In this paper, we investigated the cross-project correlated bugs in the scientific Python ecosystem. Python is one of the top three most popular programming languages used on GitHub in 2016 [27]. Augmented with a stack of open source tools for computation in mathematics, science, and engineering tasks developed by a diverse group of scientists and engineers, Python provides a computational ecosystem that is capable of tackling various challenges in scientific computing [28]. The work of Blincoe et al. [6] has shown that the scientific Python ecosystem is one of the most prominent ecosystems on GitHub with complicated dependencies among projects.

Particularly, we mainly explored seven GitHub hosted projects belonging to the scientific Python ecosystem, i.e., IPython1, NumPy2, SciPy3, Matplotlib4, Pandas5, Scikit-learn6, and Astropy7. We selected these projects mainly for three reasons. First, they are the central packages in the ecosystem interacting with various scientific projects. Second, they are located at different layers in the scientific computing hierarchy, e.g., IPython is a working environment, NumPy and SciPy are tools providing primitives, Pandas provides high-performance data manipulation and analysis, Matplotlib is a supporting tool for data visualization, and Scikit-learn, and Astropy are designed for specific scientific fields (machine learning and astronomy, respectively [29]). Last, they are all active projects with a long life cycle, a number of experienced developers, and plenty of closed bugs.

TABLE II summarizes the basic information of the seven projects. To sum up, we have identified 542 pairs of candidate correlated bugs by parsing issue reports of the seven core projects. After manual inspection, 271 pairs were confirmed as cross-project correlated bugs (after removing 15 duplicate pairs). For the other 271 pairs of bugs with cross-references, the developers of one bug referred to the other bug because they could benefit from the discussion or the repair of the other one, or they misused the functionalities provided by the upstream project.

---

cross-project correlated bugs, that is, to link the downstream bug to the criminal upstream bug? What factors are important to tracking the root cause of cross-project correlated bugs? How do downstream developers coordinate with upstream projects to deal with cross-project correlated bugs after identifying the root cause?

Our study particularly focuses on the two aspects and upstream projects to deal with cross-project correlated bugs.

In total, these correlated bugs involve a total number of 204 projects located in the scientific Python ecosystem. Fig. 3 shows the inter-dependencies between these projects. Each node stands for a project whose name follows the pattern organization/repo. The size of a node indicates the number of identified correlated bugs of this project. A directed edge from project $P_1$ to project $P_2$ means that a bug in $P_1$ referred to another bug in $P_2$. The thickness of an edge ($P_1$, $P_2$) means the number of pairs of correlated bugs which were reported to $P_1$ and $P_2$.

C. Research Questions

The aim of this study is to investigate the common practices of software practitioners during fixing cross-project correlated bugs. Compared with within-project bugs, the developers, especially the downstream maintainers, are facing the following two main challenges in the fixing process: 1) the cross-project root cause tracking; and 2) the coordination with upstream projects while waiting for a fix. Our study particularly focuses on the two aspects and attempts to answer the following three research questions:

RQ1: How long does it take to find the root cause of cross-project correlated bugs, that is, to link the downstream bug to the criminal upstream bug?

RQ2: What factors are important to tracking the root cause of cross-project correlated bugs?

RQ3: How do downstream developers coordinate with upstream projects to deal with cross-project correlated bugs after identifying the root cause?

D. Research Methods

To answer the three research questions, we first manually examined the issue reports of all the cross-project correlated bugs and summarized firsthand observations from an outsider’s perspective. Then, we conducted a survey to explore how the insiders, i.e., the developers in scientific Python ecosystem, viewed and dealt with cross-project bugs.

1) Manual inspection of bug reports

The objectives of our manual inspection were two-folded: 1) to gain preliminary answers to the research questions from firsthand observations; and 2) to summarize the practices that we do not understand and want to inquire the developers when conducting the follow-up survey.

Three of the authors of this paper were assigned to this task. The manual inspection took two rounds and we inspected the bugs individually following the same procedure and criteria. During the first round, we 1) manually checked whether the candidate bugs automatically collected were cross-project bugs (by checking whether one of them was caused by the other); and 2) inspected the confirmed cross-project bugs as well as 350 random selected within-project bugs. The first round emphasized on finding out the main differences in the fixing processes between cross-project and within-project bugs, identifying the difficulties that the developers were facing, and summarizing the research focuses which we intended to make further investigation. During the second round, we looked into the 271 pairs of cross-project bugs to track the possible answers to the research questions and to explore promising information in the issue reports that could be quantitatively analyzed. At the end of either round, we got together to compare, discuss, and integrate our observations and ideas.

2) Online survey

Survey design. Since the upstream and downstream developers might have different concerns on the correlated bugs, we designed two questionnaires for the upstream (with nine survey questions, indicated by UQ with a question number in this paper) and the downstream (with ten survey questions, indicated by DQ) developers respectively. In particular, except for the last one which was an optional open-ended question, all the other questions of both questionnaires were multiple-choice questions. To further elicit the contributors’ opinions, in most questions that had

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project</th>
<th>owner</th>
<th>#devs</th>
<th>start time</th>
<th>#commits</th>
<th>#brs</th>
<th>#releases</th>
<th>#contributors</th>
<th>#bugs</th>
<th>bug label</th>
<th>#CBs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Astropy</td>
<td>astropy</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>20110730</td>
<td>14754</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>585</td>
<td>Bug</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ipython</td>
<td>ipython</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>20100510</td>
<td>21332</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>437</td>
<td>819</td>
<td>bug</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matplotlib</td>
<td>matplotlib</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>20110219</td>
<td>17453</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>434</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>confirmed bug</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NumPy</td>
<td>numpy</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>20121020</td>
<td>14570</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>407</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>11 - Bug</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pandas</td>
<td>pydata</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>20100929</td>
<td>13506</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>520</td>
<td>2859</td>
<td>Bug</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SciKit-learn</td>
<td>scikit-learn</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>20100831</td>
<td>20647</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>557</td>
<td>538</td>
<td>Bug</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SciPy</td>
<td>scipy</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>20130426</td>
<td>15097</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>378</td>
<td>489</td>
<td>defect</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first two columns show the projects’ names and their hosted organizations. The column start time indicates when these projects started to use GitHub to track their issues. The data we collected for each project are from the corresponding start time (shown in the column start time) to March 12th, 2016. The next four columns show the total numbers of commits, branches, releases, and contributors at the time of March 12th, 2016. The columns #bugs and #CBs present the number of bugs and the number of identified cross-project correlated bugs in these projects during their study durations. The column bug label indicates the label that we used to select bug issues.
predefined answers, we included an optional comment box to encourage the respondents to provide the reasons of their choices or other options that we did not offer. The questions in the survey could be classified into three parts: 1) the developers’ attitude towards cross-project bugs; 2) their treatment of fixing cross-project bugs; and 3) their problems and suggestions during the fixing process.

**Target participants.** We released the questionnaires on SurveyMonkey\(^8\), one of the most famous web services for online surveys. The links of the surveys\(^9\) were sent to the participants through emails. Our selected receivers consisted of two groups: 1) the developers who had ever taken part in the discussion of the collected correlated bugs (i.e., the reporters, commenters, and fixers); and 2) top contributors who had submitted at least one percent of the total commits for any of the 204 involving projects. We included the top contributors in our surveys because they care much about their projects and they are likely to pay attention to cross-project bugs even if they do not participate.

**Respondents.** In total, we have successfully sent invitation letters to 676 GitHub users and asked them to select a questionnaire suitable to them. Within a period of 15 days, we have received overall 116 responses (32 for the upstream questionnaire and 84 for the downstream questionnaire), with a response rate of 17.2%. It is acceptable since the response rate for online surveys in software engineering is usually within the 14–20% range\([30]\). Additionally, 43 participants replied the emails to show their interest in this research and to provide valuable suggestions and feedbacks for our work. Since we did not require the participants to fill in the comment field for any question, the numbers of received comments for different questions varied. Acting as supplementary data, totally 350 comments were received, with an average of 11 and 28 for each question in upstream and downstream questionnaires respectively.

Additionally, all the materials including the scripts, the collected data, the procedure of manual inspection, and the detailed description and analysis of the survey responses are available online\(^{10}\).

**IV. RESEARCH RESULTS**

This section presents the results of our research. When quoting survey respondents, we refer to the upstream and downstream participants using [UR\(x\)] and [DR\(x\)] respectively, where \(x\) is the respondent’s number.

**A. RQ1: Difficulty of Finding the Root Cause**

1) **Observations from manual inspection**

We propose the term hidden duration to measure how long the developers have spent in finding the root cause. It is defined as the duration from the reported time of the downstream bug to the linking time when one in a pair of cross-project correlated bugs was first referenced by the other one. Since the developers usually left an explicit link in the comment of the issue report once they identified the causal relationship between two bugs, the linking time could indicate when the root cause of the cross-project correlated bugs was found. The reported time and linking time were collected with the help of GitHub API\(^{11}\) and parsing bug report pages. Fig. 4 shows the distribution of hidden duration for 271 pairs of cross-project bugs.

![Figure 4. Distribution of hidden duration (h:hour, d:day)](image)

Notably, the reporters of 40 (14.8%) downstream bugs knew the root causes at the time they submitted the issues (with a hidden duration of 0). However, from the bug reports, we are not able to know how long they had indeed spent in investigating the bug before reporting it. When reviewing the 40 bug reports, we find that 32 reporters are the downstream maintainers. They submitted a report locally rather than only discussed the bug in the upstream issue tracker mainly because they required a modification in their code to bypass the problem while the upstream side was working on a fix. For example, the reporter of astropy/astropy\(#4658\) experienced a bug caused by NumPy. After reporting the problem to the upstream project, he also proposed, “I think that should be eventually fixed upstream (numpy/numpy\(#7330\) but I thought it might be worth it to include it here and later drop it again.”

For the remaining 231 (85.2%) downstream bugs, the root causes of 102 of them were found in a relatively short time, i.e., less than one day. However, the remaining 129 bugs have longer hidden durations. Among them, 25 downstream bugs were linked with their corresponding upstream ones even after they had been reported for 100 days. After inspecting these bug reports, we find that the downstream developers might know where the problem was, but they were not sure about whether the upstream maintainers or they themselves should be responsible for fixing it. Therefore, they were hesitant to report their problem upstream. However, this is counter-productive as these bugs could have been be fixed in a much shorter duration if better coordination can be achieved between the upstream and downstream developers.

2) **Survey responses**

In order to better understand the perception of the downstream developers regarding cross-project bug tracking, we have made inquiries about whether it is difficult to find the root causes for cross-project bugs in the survey (DR2). Fig. 5 shows the survey responses.

---

\(^8\) https://www.surveymonkey.com

\(^9\) For upstream developers: https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/VSDMGSB
For downstream developers: https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/VWZX7L7

\(^10\) https://github.com/njuap/ICSE2017

We see that 54.3% and 6.2% of the respondents think of it as a difficult or very difficult task respectively, while 7.4% of them hold an opposite opinion since 6.2% choose “easy” and 1.2% choose “very easy”. Another 32.1% do not have strong impression/opinions regarding the difficulty in cross-project tracking compared with within-project fault localization. Besides, several respondents confirm that the complexity of dealing with cross-project bugs lies in the root cause tracking. As DR7 comments, “one has to make sure that the bug really comes from some other library and not from your own project.”

It takes more than one day to link nearly half of the studied downstream bugs to the corresponding upstream bugs; 60.5% of the surveyed downstream developers believe that tracking the root cause of cross-project bugs is difficult.

B. RQ2: Important Factors for Tracking the Root Cause

1) Observations from manual inspection

During inspection, we identify factors that may be useful for locating root causes of cross-project correlated bugs.

Stack traces. Previous studies have shown that bug reports containing stack traces, i.e., the sequences of calls that lead to the failure, will get fixed sooner [5, 31]. This seems also true for cross-project root cause tracking. After inspecting the 34 downstream bugs with a hidden duration less than one hour, we find that 24 of these bug reports contain stack traces which help the developers to narrow down the problem to an upstream bug.

Communication. For downstream developers lacking the knowledge of the upstream project, it is difficult to determine whether the unexpected behavior is just a feature of the upstream project or indeed a bug. Thus, communication with the upstream developers will be of great help. For example, when facing a within-project bug, the developer with expertise in the buggy component is the preferable assignee of the task, since he is familiar with the code and likely to fix it quickly [32, 33]. Similarly, while facing cross-project bugs, it is helpful to turn to the developers who specialize in the problematic component and know about the related upstream project. For example, when digging into a concurrency issue (scikit-learn/scikit-learn#4597), someone left a comment, “ping @ogrisel @GaelVaroquaux, our parallelization experts?” Then ogrisel who had also made significant contributions to the upstream project joblib quickly figured out the root cause of the issue (joblib/joblib#150). However, achieving this goal in the cross-project bug fixing context is more challenging than within-project bugs as cross-project expertise study needs to be performed.

2) Survey responses

When we ask the downstream developers what factors may act as positive roles to find the root-causes of cross-project bugs (DQ4), their responses confirm our observations. The stack traces, the communication with upstream developers, and the familiarity with the involving projects are selected by 73.8%, 72.6%, and 63.1% of the respondents respectively. Other factors that the developers specify include a simple and reliable test case provided by the reporter, the documentation of upstream project and comments in code, and discussion on StackOverflow.

Particularly, downstream developers emphasize the importance of communication. DR24 says in the comment box, “One is rarely facile with the upstream project’s internals, so communication is essential”. A number of the downstream respondents also suggest that prompt and clear communication between project developers is crucial for effective and efficient root cause tracking. Similarly, upstream developers also show positive attitudes towards the communication. The majority of upstream respondents note that they always (59.4%) or sometimes (37.5%) communicate with downstream developers (UQ3). The upstream practitioners believe that “downstream projects are major users of upstream code” [UR11] and downstream maintainers are in a position to understand when issues arise and if there are any implementation concerns when fixing them. As UR31 comments, “I do this (communication with downstream developers) mostly for cross-project bugs since those people have more detailed knowledge about the concerned project and its code.”

In summary, developers from both sides consider communication of great importance during fixing cross-project bugs. It is consistent with study on within-project bugs, as Ohira et al. pointed out that developers could fix bugs more efficiently through more discussions before assigning them [34]. However, when facing cross-project bugs, the upstream and downstream developers may focus on different aspects of the communication, leading to potential in-effectiveness. From the comments of the developers in our survey, we find that the upstream developers care more about the content. They mostly expect concrete description of the bug and clear description of the requirements of the downstream project, in order to understand the situation and start diagnosing the bug. On the contrary, the downstream developers are more concerned about the responsiveness of the upstream developers while underestimating the information needed by the upstream. They expect early and...
friendly responses, and several respondents note that the severity of the bug impact and the ease of fixing depend on “how responsive the upstream developers are to fixing the issue” [DR73]. It is of importance to reach an agreement between the developers on both sides regarding the level of details in reporting downstream bugs and the timeliness of responses. Ideally, as long as the downstream developers report a relevant bug with the specified information, the upstream developers shall respond within a specific period. Admittedly, reaching such an agreement demands further study, as exposing too little from the downstream projects will be of no use whereas reporting too much may be counterproductive or even thwart the upstream developers.

The stack traces, the communication with upstream developers, and the familiarity with the involving projects are three main factors helpful for cross-project root cause tracking; Developers emphasize the importance of communication, but the upstream and downstream maintainers care about different aspects of the communication.

C. RQ3: Practices of Downstream Developers

1) Observations of manual inspection

During inspection, we find that the downstream developers may take different actions to deal with cross-project bugs after identifying the root causes.

**Working round the bug locally.** When the upstream developers are repairing the bug on their side, the downstream developers may propose a workaround, i.e., a temporary solution, to circumvent the problem locally and allow their project to continue working without waiting for an upstream fix. In 271 pairs of cross-project correlated bugs under investigation, 60 downstream bugs were closed with a workaround. Take `scipy/scipy#4895` as an example. After a SciPy developer confirmed that it was caused by a NumPy bug (`numpy/numpy#5895`), he said, “we need to work around it.” Then SciPy got rid of that problem, but the underlying NumPy bug is still open.

**Restricting the dependent upstream versions.** Since an upstream bug is introduced in a specific version of the upstream project, usually the latest one, downgrading the upstream version turns out to be a simple way used by downstream projects to avoid the impact of the bug. For example, `darbula/pymote#15` reported that a change in the newer version of SciPy (`scipy/scipy#3125`) broke the backwards compatibility, resulting in a failure of a Pymote’s functionality. Their developer suggested, “Until scipy addresses this issue, one possible solution would be to fix scipy version to 0.12.” During the inspection of bug reports, we find that eight downstream developers used this method to deal with cross-project bugs. This suggests the possibility of developing automatic technique to determine if a bug is cross-project and even to suppress the bug through systematically and automatic library downgrading.

**Waiting for upstream fix.** In some cases, the downstream developers may do nothing with their own project but wait for the fix of the upstream bug. This usually happens when the upstream maintainers are developing a new release and the downstream developers find a bug in the latest upstream development version. Since the bug is a pre-release one which does not appear in any officially released version, it will not have any severe impact on the downstream project as long as the upstream developers fix it before releasing the new version (e.g., the pair of cross-project correlated bugs: `numpy/numpy#7393` and `astropy/astropy#4677`). For 49 pre-release cross-project bugs studied in this paper, the downstream developers chose to only wait for the upstream fix but made no modifications on downstream projects.

2) Survey responses

We also post a question in the survey to ask what the downstream developers usually do to deal with cross-project bugs (DQ7). The result indicates that proposing a temporary workaround is the most common practices, since 89.3% of the respondents choose it. Additionally, half of participants will restrict the dependent upstream versions to those without the corresponding upstream bug, while one third prefer to do nothing but wait for the upstream developers to fix it. A few developers (8.33%) choose to use an alternative upstream project providing the same functionality instead, which we do not notice during the manual inspection. For the four kinds of methods, DR24 indicates, “whatever is easiest in their specific circumstances, above are good examples! but probably work around the issue.” Moreover, ten downstream developers in 16.7% of the respondents who select “other” specify that they will report the bug to the upstream project and/or help them to fix it if feasible. Next, we will discuss the use of workaround and the developers’ attitude towards fixing upstream bugs with more details.

a) Workaround.

When fixing within-project bugs, developers may also prefer to choose a workaround rather than a real fix at the error-causing component. Murphy-Hill et al. summarized six factors that affect developers’ decisions, that is, risk management, interface breakage, consistency, user behavior, cause understanding, and social factors [35]. In the context of cross-project bugs, workarounds are injected in the downstream projects to coordinate with the upstream projects. Combining the observations of manual inspection and survey responses, we find that two main reasons encourage the downstream programmers to develop workarounds for cross-project bugs.

**Avoiding long-lasting impact.** Usually, closing cross-project bugs in an upstream issue tracker does not mean the elimination of their impact on the downstream project. Until the upstream releases a version including the fix, the downstream project could be extricated. It is usually a long journey. As DR65 says, “we need to wait for a release cycle to get the fix - sometimes a major release cycle.” And DR27 also complains, “waiting for an upstream fix delays the release of a downstream fix.” Then, “a workaround must be implemented if the upstream team is not willing or able to fix the bug quickly” [DR52], and it allows the downstream project to temporarily suppress the upstream bug.

**Shielding the end users.** As many users may still use an old version of the upstream project, the downstream developers cannot rely on a fix in the next upstream release.
As DR37 indicates, “within project we control releases, but with dependencies a user might have an old version installed, so we have to work around bugs regardless of if they’re already fixed upstream.” So adding a workaround for an upstream bug enables the downstream project to support buggy upstream version without affecting the end users. An example is shown in scipy/scipy#3596.

However, though the downstream developers are willing to propose workarounds, they also complain about the extra maintenance burden of workarounds. In our survey, the downstream respondents note that they prefer to inject a workaround only in the situation when the bug exists in the upstream project, which means adding version-dependent code to the project. Fig. 6 shows a workaround in Astropy for a NumPy bug. Code was modified to support the buggy upstream versions (< NumPy 1.7), but the upstream method was used as expected for non-buggy versions.

```
# In Numpy 1.6. unicode output is broken:
... 
+ result = format_ufunc(values)  
+ else:
+   #for newer numpy's, this just works as you would expect 
+   result = format_ufunc(values, astype='U60')
+ format_ufunc = np.vectorize(do_format,
+ otypes=[np.object])
```

Figure 6. A version-dependent workaround in the file `astropy/coordinates/angles.py`

In a word, when the downstream developers intend to work around cross-project bugs locally, “you have to coordinate workarounds in your own code with releases of another project” [DR38]. To achieve it, the downstream developers should keep up with the latest status of the upstream bugs, in order to get informed of which upstream release incorporates the fix and decide when to undo the workaround. It is absolutely an annoying process and “for within-project bugs this is not necessary since all parts can be updated simultaneously” [DR53]. Therefore, many respondents in our survey believe that the version-dependent workaround makes cross-project bug more difficult to cope with. However, the difficulty also suggests that automated tools to support (automatic) synthesis and (automatic) maintenance of workarounds would be highly desirable. For example, annotation can be inserted with a workaround and a notification channel can be established between the upstream and downstream projects, so that when the corresponding bug is fixed by the upstream, the annotation and automatic notification can help removing the workaround.

b) Reporting and fixing in the upstream project

We analyze the identities of the reporters and restorers of the upstream bugs in the downstream projects and show the results in Fig. 7.

The figure indicates that 97 (35.8%) of the 271 upstream bugs were reported by the owners of the downstream projects (i.e., the members of the organizations in charge of the downstream projects). In addition, 43 (20.5%) of the 210 upstream restorers who were confirmed by our manual inspection are also the downstream owners. The results confirm that after identifying the root causes, the downstream developers may report and help to fix the cross project bugs on the upstream side.

In our survey, we also post a separate question to downstream developers about their attitude towards helping the upstream side to fix bug (DQ9). Nearly all of the respondents are always (35.8%) or sometimes (61.7%) willing to help the upstream developers to repair cross-project bugs. We classify the reasons into four categories.

● **Dedication.** In the open source world, fixing an upstream bug helps everyone in the upstream and all its affected downstream projects, just as DR6 says, “Open source, collective benefit.”

● **Obligation.** In some developers’ opinion, in some sense, fixing cross-project bugs is also the responsibility of downstream projects, since they have chosen to adopt the upstream. DR59 points out, “They (the upstream developers) don’t really owe me anything. If I’m affected, I should be willing to put in effort too.”

● **Self-interest.** The ultimate solutions in the upstream project will relieve the downstream projects from the pain of cross-project bugs. Therefore, helping the upstream developers, as DR34 indicates, “makes my project work better.”

● **Sense of honor and personal interest.** Other downstream developers contribute to an upstream fix because they think that, “It’s fun to battle the hard bugs and get to know new code bases” [DR41], and “I also like when my Name is in contributors list of some serious project” [DR37].

However, though almost every downstream developer is ready to volunteer for upstream bug repairing, sometimes they are not able to help. The respondents point out that the main challenge that hinders the downstream developers to make contribution is their lack of the expertise of upstream projects. DR37 says, “It’s difficult to jump into a project (even one you use a lot) and learn their code, PR process, testing systems, etc. So there’s a big learning curve, but it feels great to contribute to a big project you use a lot.”

Therefore, to encourage downstream collaboration and contribution, the upstream developers are supposed to keep their projects easy to learn and their maintenance practices
Downstream developers take different actions to deal with cross-project bugs after identifying the root causes; In spite of the extra maintenance burden, proposing a version-dependent workaround is the most common practice.

V. DISCUSSIONS

A. Dilemmas in collaboration and coordination

From the empirical results, we can see developers emphasize collaboration and coordination during cross-project bug fixing. However, the different requirements of the upstream and downstream projects may place the developers in dilemmas, which post new challenges to tool design. Next, we will discuss the dilemmas that we find during analyzing bugs reports and survey responses.

The first dilemma is about cross-project testing. To prevent cross-project bugs, downstream developers in our survey note that it would be helpful if the testing suites for downstream projects are run before releasing an upstream version. However, the upstream developers have conservative opinions about cross-project testing due to the following difficulties. First, it is often impossible to get the complete list of downstream projects, and developers even may not know how their projects are used by the downstream ones [14]. Second, each project has a different way to run its tests. Last, it is extremely time consuming and the efforts may not pay off. Additionally, both the upstream and downstream sides complain about a lack of tools supporting effective cross-project testing. Hence, there is a demand to develop tools for cross-project testing to help the developers gain a tradeoff between preventing more cross-project bugs and excessive overhead.

The second dilemma concerns the notification of bug fixes. In order to deprecate outdated workarounds, the downstream developers have to know when the upstream bugs get fixed. Though GitHub users could subscribe to their interested issues to track the issue status and receive notifications of every new comment, they may easily be overloaded with a large volume of messages/notifications [36] and miss the information of bug fixing. Therefore, the downstream developers generally believe a notification of the bug fix from the upstream side would be nice. However, the notification should not be an extra burden for the upstream developers. A better way is to improve the notification scheme of GitHub so that it can send automatic massages to the participants of the linking issues in a separate thread when the upstream bug is set “closed” and the bug fix is released.

The last dilemma we discuss is the requirements for releasing the bug fix version. The downstream developers are always waiting for a new upstream release with the corresponding bug fixes, and they tend to upgrade their dependencies when the upstream side perform bug fix activities [15]. However, “release cycles of downstream and upstream projects are out of sync” [DR65], which in our survey is one of the most mentioned reasons why it is more difficult to deal with cross-project bugs in order to eliminate the undesirable effects on the downstream projects. Obviously, the downstream projects care much about when the upstream developers deliver a new version and hope for a quick release. However, in most cases, the upstream developers will “make releases when they are ready” [UR30]. They are cautious about every change to their code in the new version, and they need to take everything into consideration before they decide to include a bug fix in an upcoming version. Therefore, there is a conflict between the upstream and downstream projects: the former prefers to give a bit of time for reflection, while the latter requires an immediate release. This also poses new challenges in release management, especially for upstream projects. The release managers have to achieve a balance in the needs between themselves and their downstream projects. Above all, what UR32 suggests may be the ultimate goal: “The reformation should help best of both-ends.”

B. Implications for Tool Support

In the context of ecosystems, projects are not isolated and the developers are supposed to consider their neighbors while making decisions if they want their project to become more popular. Thus, ecosystem-wide tool support is needed to help the developers to deal with cross-project bugs.

1) Dependency registration

From the survey responses, we find that the upstream developers are facing an annoying problem: they are unaware of which projects are depending on them, so they cannot predict which projects will be influenced when a bug appears.

A service of dependency registration incorporated into GitHub may be helpful. By adding a “depend” button on the project homepage like “watch”, “fork”, and “star”, the downstream projects can easily inform the upstream of their dependences. Then the upstream project can obtain the list of projects that uses it in its dashboard and stays aware of the relation with others. It would be a start to improve communication between projects.

Furthermore, through the known inter-relations between projects, the network of their located ecosystem can be easily constructed. Then, the visualization of the whole ecosystem will help developers to learn what position their projects are located in and evaluate how important and popular their projects are among others.

2) Bug referencing system

The ability of GitHub issue tracker to cross-link bugs in different project is considered a great help to deal with cross-project bugs. A considerable number of respondents suggest that if GitHub could provide a bug referencing system, it would be very useful to address cross-project bugs. Combining our observations and the developers’ requirements, we propose that the system should have the following functions.
• Bug dependency visualization. Instead of an inline hint “This was referenced……” shown in Fig. 2 to indicate the interconnections between bugs, a reference graph is more direct and visible. More importantly, the graph could provide a global view of the whole issue dependency network with indirect and multi-level relationship. It can help the upstream developers to estimate the severity of a bug from an ecosystem-wide perspective. In addition, the downstream developers can easily find sibling projects suffering from the same upstream bug, in order to communicate and learn the workarounds from each other.

• Centralized tracking. The system is supposed to support a centralized tracking of all related bugs in a single web page. When browsing a bug report, it allows users to simultaneously read other reports without jumping to a new page by simply clicking the identifiers in the bug referencing graph. The information of different bug reports is expected to be restructured in a way that is convenient for the developers to compare ideas and trace the fixing process. The centralized tracking helps to include all relevant people in the discussion easily and allows direct communication between the developers from multiple projects without extra burden.

• Voting. Instead of leaving a message like “+1” in the comment, the system is supposed to include a voting component to show the support and opposition directly. Many users of GitHub issue tracker have suggested this feature [37, 38]. It is a more explicit way to collect opinions about comments and allows the readers to sort the comments by votes, which helps the maintainers to decide their way to fix cross-project bugs.

• Automatic notification. Important activities, such as fixing and closing a bug, should be automatically notified to the anticipating developers. Notably, the notified events should be carefully selected by the system or customized by the developers to prevent the developers from being lost in overloaded information.

As discussed earlier, our study also suggests the potential tool support on automated workaround synthesis and maintenance, and on automatic cross-project bug identification and suppression by systematic library downgrading.

VI. THREATS TO VALIDITY

In this section, we discuss the threats to validity of our study. First, we may miss cross-project correlated bugs when collecting data. We identified the correlated bugs by picking up the explicit links in the comments and the automatic hints in issue pages. However, some commentators might just leave an implicit link, by saying “see here” with a hidden link associated with the word “here”, leading to the omission of cross-project bugs. However, we also collected data using the automatic hints and inspected the issue reports manually, which maximized the accuracy of the investigated dataset. Additionally, some projects are just mirrored on GitHub, or prefer an independent tool to the issue tracker included, which might also cause underreporting in cross-project bugs.

The second threat concerns the researchers’ preconceptions. The three authors that conducted the manual analysis followed the same procedure and criteria in determining cross-project bugs, time required to fix bugs, related interactions between developers, bug resolutions, and also in analyzing the survey results. However, it is in general difficult to completely eliminate the influence of researchers’ preconceptions. In order to minimize personal bias, we crosschecked each other’s results and discussed unclear cases together.

The third threat is that the skewness of the survey responses is inevitable. Since the respondents were voluntary to take part in the survey, the developers with spare time or who cared about cross-project bug fixing were more likely to participate. Consequently, results might be skewed towards those people. To encourage responses, the amount and type of the questions in the questionnaires were carefully designed according to [30].

The last threat concerns the generalization of our empirical results. We conducted our study on the scientific Python ecosystem. However, cross-project bugs do not only occur within the specific ecosystem. Decan et al. reported that the developers in R ecosystems felt it more and more of a pain if the upstream packages broke [17]. Holmes and Walker also described similar problems in other platforms [39]. We cannot assume that our results generalize beyond the specific environment where they were conducted. Further validation on other ecosystems in and outside of GitHub and even non-open-source ecosystems is desirable.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this study, we investigated how developers fix cross-project correlated bugs, i.e., a pair of causally related issues in different projects within a GitHub ecosystem. In particular, we focused on two aspects: cross-project root cause tracking and coordination between the upstream and downstream projects during bug fixing. We manually identified and inspected 271 pairs of cross-project bugs in the scientific Python ecosystem and conducted an online survey with 116 respondents in the scientific Python community. Our empirical results reveal the common practices of developers when fixing cross-project bugs and provide suggestions for ecosystem-wide tool supports. In the future work, we intend to put efforts in two directions: effective and efficient multi-project testing for cross-project bugs and bug fix release management in software ecosystems.
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